Abstract. Small sample spaces with almost independent random variables are applied to design efficient sequential deterministic algorithms for two problems. The first algorithm, motivated by the attempt to design efficient algorithms for the All Pairs Shortest Path problem using fast matrix multiplication, solves the problem of computing wimesses for the Boolean product of two matrices. That is, if A and B are two n by n matrices, and C = AB is their Boolean product, the algorithm finds for every entry Cq = 1 a witness: an index k so that Ark = Bkj = 1. Its running time exceeds that of computing the product of two n by n matrices with small integer entries by a polylogarithmic factor. The second algorithm is a nearly linear time deterministic procedure for constructing a perfect hash function for a given n-subset of { 1 ..... m}.
A different approach for finding a good point is to show that the random choices made need not be fully independent, i.e., even if some limited form of independence is obeyed, then the algorithm is successful. A smaller probability space where the random choices obey this limited independence is constructed. If this space is exhaustively searched, then a good point is found. The complexity is increased by a factor proportional to the size of the space. The size of the space is usually some polynomial in the input size. Thus again this approach suffers from considerable increase in time. This approach is taken in [17] , [1] , and [15] using probability spaces that are k-wise independent, and in [5] and [23] using small bias probability spaces and almost k-wise independence (see definition below in Section 1.3).
Our goal in this work is to use these methods without incurring a significant penalty in the run time. We exploit the fact that very small (polylogarithmic) probability spaces exist if one is willing to live with very limited independence. This form of independence is usually too limited to be applicable directly for replacing the random choices in a probabitistic algorithm. Our tactic will be to divide the random choices into a small (logarithmic or polylogarithmic) number of sets of random variables with complete independence between the sets. However within each set we will require only very limited independence. The search algorithm finds a good assignment by fixing the sets one by one. At every iteration all the points of a small probability space corresponding to the current set of random variables is examined and the one that maximizes some estimator function of the probability of success is chosen. Since we have only a few sets of random variables, and since each probability space is small, the total work is increased by only a polylogarithmic factor.
We note that the two approaches described above had been combined in a different way previously in [18] , [7] , and [22] . The random variables used there were k-wise independent resulting in a probability space of size O(nk). This probability space was then searched using an estimator function in O(k togn) steps. This method does not seem applicable for the problems considered here, since we could not come up with appropriate estimator functions that were efficiently computable.
In the following two subsections we describe the two algorithmic problems for which applying the above-mentioned method yields efficient deterministic algorithms: the computation of Boolean matrix multiplication with witnesses and the (deterministic) construction of perfect hash functions. Although the two problems are not related, the algorithms we suggest for both are similar, and are based on the same approach outlined above. In Section 1.3 we review the probability spaces that have the independence properties used for both applications,
Witnesses for Matrix Multiplication. Consider a Boolean matrix multiplication: C = AB, Cij = ~/~=~ (Aik A Bkj).
The n 3 time method that evaluates these expressions gives for every i, j for which Cij = 1 all the k's for which Aik = Bkj = l. The subcubic methods on the other hand (see, e.g., [8] ) consider A and B as matrices of integers and do not provide any of these k's. We call a k such that Aik = Bkj = 1 a witness (for the fact that Cij ~--1). We want to compute in addition to the matrix C a matrix of witnesses, When there is more than one witness for a given i and j we are satisfied with one such witness.
We use O (n '~ to denote the running time of some subcubic algorithm for Boolean matrix multiplication. Our algorithm for this problem can be derived from any such algorithm yielding a corresponding time bound as a function of w. The best asymptotic bound known at present is the one with the exponent o) < 2.376 and is due to Coppersmith and Winograd [8] .
For two functions f(n) and g(n)
Several researchers (see, e.g., [28] and [4] ) observed that there is a simple randomized algorithm that computes witnesses in O(n ~ time. In Section 2 we describe a deterministic algorithm for computing the witnesses in O(n ~~ time. It is essentially a derandomization of a modified version of the simple randomized algorithm using the approach outlined in the Introduction, i,e., the combination of small sample spaces and the method of conditional probabilities. A different, more complicated algorithm for this problem, whose running time is slightly inferior, i.e., not O (n ~~ (but is also O (n~+~ has been found by Galil and Margalit [20] , [14] .
The main motivation for studying the computation of witnesses for Boolean matrix multiplication is the observation of Galil and Margalit that this problem is crucial for the design of efficient algorithms for the All Pairs Shortest Path problem for graphs with small integer weights which are based on fast matrix multiplication. Efficient algorithms for computing the distances in this way were initiated in [3] and improved (for some special cases) in [13] and [28] . The attempt to extend this method for computing the shortest paths as well leads naturally to the above problem, which already found other (related) applications as well. See [4] , [14] , [20] , and [28] for more details.
Perfect Hash Functions.
For a set S C { 1 ...... m} a perfect hash function is a mapping h: {1 ..... m} ~-~ {1 ..... n} which is 1-I on S. H is an (m, n, k )-family of perfect hash functions ifu C {t ..... m} of size k there is an h 6 H that is perfect for S. We are interested mainly in the case k = n. The requirements from a perfect hash function are 9 Succinct representation the mapping h can be described by a relatively small number of bits. 9 Efficient evaluation--given a value x 6 {1 ..... m} and the description of h, there should be an efficient method of computing h (x). 9 An efficient construction--given S there should be an efficient way of finding h ~ H that is perfect for S.
Perfect hash functions have been investigated extensively (see, e.g., [9] [10] [11] [12] , [16] , [19] , [21] , [26] , [27] , and [30] ). It is known (and not too difficult to show, see [11] , [16] , and [24] ) that the minimum possible number of bits required to represent such a mapping is | + loglog m) for all m _> 2n.
Fred.man et al. [ 12] developed a method for constructing perfect hash functions. Given a set S, their method can supply a mapping with the required properties in almost linear expected randomized running time. Deterministically, however, they only describe a variant of their algorithm that works in worst-case running time O (n 3 log m). In Section 3 we describe a construction of perfect hash functions and a deterministic algorithm that for a given S in time O (n log m log 4 n) finds a mapping with the above properties. Note that the size of the input is | (n log m) and hence this algorithm is optimal, up to a polylogarithmic factor. In case m is polynomial in n, the representation of the mapping The property of a c-wise e-bias probability space that we use is that for any subset S of xl, x2 .... xn of size i < c the probability that the random variables of S attain a certain configuration deviates from 1/2 i by at most ~. Therefore c-wise e-bias probability spaces are described as almost c-wise independent. The known constructions of these probability spaces are of size polynomial in c, l/e, and log n (often described by saying that the number of random bits required to sample from them is O (log 1/e + log c + log log n)). Therefore if 1/e is logarithmic in n and c is at most logarithmic in n the size of the probability space is still polylogarithmic in n. To be more precise, the construction of [23] , as optimized in [2] , yields a probability space of size O ((c log n)/e 3) and the ones in [5] yield probability spaces of size O ((c 2 log 2 n)/e2).
2, Boolean Matrix Multiplication With Witnesses. All the matrices in this section are n by n matrices, unless otherwise specified. If M is such a matrix, we let Mij denote the entry in its ith row and jth column. Let A and B be two matrices with {0, 1} entries, and let C be their product over the integers. Our objective is to find witnesses for all the positive entries of C, i.e., for each entry C~j > 0 of C we wish to find a k such that Aik ----Bkj = 1. This is clearly equivalent to the problem of finding witnesses in the Boolean case. As observed by several researchers there is a simple randomized algorithm that solves this problem in expected running time 0 (n~~ Here we consider deterministic algorithms for the problem. Our algorithm, described in the next two subsections, is a derandomized version of a modification of the simple randomized solution. Its running time is O(n~ The analysis of the algorithm is presented in Section 2.3, where it is also shown how to replace the probabilistic steps with deterministic ones.
Outline and Intuition of the Algorithm. 9
The starting observation is that finding witnesses for entries which are 1 is easy: if E and F are two matrices with {0, 1} entries and G = E F is the result of their multiplication over the integers, then one multiplication of matrices with entries of size at most n suffices for finding witnesses for all the entries of G which are precisely 1. Indeed, simply replace every 1-entry in the kth row of F by k (for all 1 < k < n) to get a matrix F' and compute G' = EF'. Now observe that ff Gij = 1 and G~j = k, then k is a witness for Gij.
The idea (of both the randomized and deterministic algorithms) is to dilute F gradually, thus making the entries of G go down to 0, however not before passing through 1. Therefore if Gij = s and every entry in F is made zero with probability roughly 1/~., then Gij becomes 1 with probability bounded away from zero. A way of achieving it simultaneously for all entries is to work in phases, where in each phase every "1" entry of F is zeroed with probability 89 At each phase also find witnesses for all entries of G that became 1. If Gij = ~, then for the (i, j) entry of EF after log s such phases there is a constant probability of turning Gij into a l and thus enabling the discovery of a witness. By repeating this process tog n times, there is a high probability of discovering all the witnesses.
The choices we must make in the execution of the algorithm is which entries of F to zero at what phase. In the randomized algorithm all choices are independent, and thus the size of the probability is exponential in O (n log 2 n). In order to remove the randomness from the witness-finding algorithm we follow the paradigm outlined in the Introduction. Random choices corresponding to different phases remain independent, however, the choices made in a phase will be highly dependent. We must also find a good estimate of progress. The key point is that for our estimate of progress it is sufficient that the choices within a phase be made according to a c-wise e-bias sample space for c and 1/e that are logarithmic in n. Our notion of progress is defined by two "contradicting" conditions: first the total sum of entries in G must go down significantly at every round (by at least a constant fraction). This implies that in O (log n) rounds we get that G vanishes. The second condition is that we do not lose too many entries of G, where by lose we mean that they go from a large value to 0 without passing through 1.
The second condition turns out to be too strong. We relax it by specifying some bound c (not coincidently, the same c as above) such that we would like every entry to pass through the range { 1, ..., e} before vanishing. We show how to find a witness in this case as well. The fraction of entries that disobey the second condition should be small enough to assure that at least a constant fraction of the entries do not skip the desired range. The set of good assignments to the choices of a phase is obtained by an exhaustive search among all the sample space for an assignment that progresses nicely. This is repeated for all phases and the whole process is repeated O(logn) times until all entries have a witness. For matrices R and R' we say that R' is a dilution of R if for every 1 < j, k < n we have Rj,k > R~. The sequence R 1, R 2 ..... R t+l is monotonically decreasing, i.e., for ever), 1 < i < t, R i+l is a dilution of R i. We now describe the algorithm; the way to perform steps 4(b) and 4(c) is described later. The definition of a good dilution is given below. 
Detailed Description of the

Analysis qfthe Algorithm.
We first analyse one iteration of a randomized version of the algorithm (Lemma 1), then analyse it when the sample space has a small bias (Lemma 2) and finally we show that this suffices for achieving a deterministic algorithm. [] Define e = 1/2 c+l . The crucial point is to observe that the proof of the above temma still holds, with almost no change, if the matrix S is not totally random but its entries are chosen from a c-wise e-dependent distribution in the sense of [23] and [5] . Recall that if m random variables whose range is {0, 1} are c-wise e-dependent, then every subset of j < c of them attains each of the possible 2 j configurations of 0 and 1 with probability that deviates from 1/2 j by at most e. We note that in fact it is sufficient to choose only one column from a c-wise edependent sample space and copy it n times. However, this changes the size of the sample space by a constant factor only. The proof of Lemma 2 is by the following modified three claims, whose proofs are analogous to those of the corresponding previous ones. i -2e-t 1
LEMMA 1. For any 1 < i < t, suppose that R i+l 4--R i A S in step 4(c) where S is a
Since Claims 4 and 6 describe the event we are interested in and 5 ~ > T~ -2e the lemma follows.
[] As shown in [23] and in [5] there are explicit probability spaces with n 2 random variables which are c-wise e-dependent, whose size is which is less than, e.g., 0 ((log n)5). Moreover, these spaces can be easily constructed in time negligible with respect to the total running time of our algorithm.
Suppose that in step 4(c) all the matrices S defined by such a probability space are searched, until a good one is found. Checking whether a matrix is good requires only matrix multiplication plus O (n 2) operations. Therefore the inner loop (starting at step 4) takes polynomial in log n times matrix multiplication time.
Executing
Step 4(b). It is important to note that during the performance of step 4(c), while considering all possible matrices S provided by our distribution, we can accomplish step 4(b) (of the next iteration) as well. To see this we need PROOF. This follows since if S is chosen uniformly at random, then the probability that an entry in L' is precisely 1 in D i+1 is at least c/2 c and this event depends on at most c variables.
[] To apply the claim, recall the observation at the beginning of Section 2.1, that we can find witnesses for entries that are at most 1. If we replace each matrix multiplication in the search for a good S by two matrix multiplications as described in that observation, we complete steps 4(b) and 4(c) together.
Analysis of the Outer Loop.
In every iteration of the inner loop 4 at most an a fraction of the entries of L are "thrown" (i.e., their wimess will not be found in this iteration of the outer loop). Therefore at least 1 -(1 + 3 log4/3 n)oe fraction of the entries of D in L will not be thrown during the completion of these iterations. For those entries, which are at least half of the entries in L, a witness is found. Therefore, only O(log n) iterations of the outer loop are required, implying the desired 0(n ~ total running time.
We have thus proved the following:
The witnesses for the Boolean multiplication of two n by n matrices can be found in deterministic O (n ~ time. [12] forboth levels were of the form (k -x mod p) mod r where p is an appropriate prime, r is n for the first level and s~ for the second level.
mapped to i. The property we require h to satisfy is that Y~,in=l (si ~h ) ) should be O(n).
ThesizeoftherangeofhiwillbeO((S~)).Thefunctionssuggestedby
Overview of the New Scheme. The scheme consists of more than one level of hashing. The first level is a hash function which is used to partition the elements according to their hash value, where Si is the set of all elements with hash value i. Then each Si is going to be mapped to a separate final region, say Ri, where the size of Ri depends on ]Si I. This first hash function is of the same form h(x) = Ax where A is a log(n) x log(m) matrix over GF [2] and x is treated as a vector of length Iogm over GF [2] . The mapping of Si into Ri consists of either one more level of hashing or two more levels, depending on how large Si is. If Si is sufficiently small, then there is only one more hash function that maps Si into Ri, and it is of the same form as [12] . If Si is large enough, then there are two more levels of hashing to map Si into Ri, where the bottom level is the same form as [12] 
but the upper level (which we refer to as the intermediate) is of the form h(x) = Ax
where A is a matrix over GF [2] of appropriate dimensions. Our main difficult), is coming up with the first level hash function h. Given the proper h we can allocate relatively long time for finding the second and third level functions: even if constructing a good (i.e., 1-1) hi takes time proportional to O (s]), then the total amount of work in the second step would still be linear. In fact, finding a perfect hash function of the form (k-x rood p) mod r requires time proportional to s~ log m. For the sake of completeness we outline in Section 3.2 how to achieve this.
Finding the top level hash function h and the intermediate level hi's is done using the approach outline in the Introduction to the paper. Instead of choosing h from a collection at random we select it by considering it a concatenation of one-bit functions and fixing each one in turn. We must show that the one-bit functions can be chosen from a very small collection (defined by a small bias sample space) and that there is a good estimator of progress (which will be the number of pairs that must be separated).
Model. Since we are interested in fast on-line evaluation of the constructed perfect hash function we must specify the computational power of the evaluator. The weakest model we consider only assumes that tile evaluator can access in one operation the memory that stores the description of the perfect hash function and retrieve a word of width at most log n. It needs only very simple arithmetic, basically addition. Note that in this weak model we can perform a lot of computation in O(1) time using prestored tables of of size O(n) as we can see in the following example.
Consider the function fr(X) -----r.
x where r and x are in {0, 1} l~ and fr computes their inner product over GF [2] , Partition r into k = iogm/(logn -loglogm) parts rl, re ..... rk. For each rj arrange a table of size n~ log m such that for 0 < y < n~ log m entry y in the table contains the inner product of y and rj where y and rj are considered as vectors of length log n -log log m over G F [2] . Given these tables, evaluating f~j (x) requires k operations: access the tables at entries xl, x2, xk and Xor the results. If m is polynomial in n, then this is O(1) operations and in general takes O(logm/logn) time. This example is important to us, since the top level hash function is of the form h(x) = AX where the multiplication is over GF [2] .
A stronger model is to assume that any operation on words of size O(togm) takes constant time. Thus we count only accesses to the memory (which may be interesting sometimes). 3~ (x) = i} is the set of all elements that were mapped by the first j functions to i. The motivation for choosing this estimator is the observation that P] (fl ..... r t-j is the conditional expectation of the number of pairs mapped to the Same point by h given the chosen fl "'" J) and assuming the rest of the bit functions will be chosen randomly. setting 3~ (x) to be the inner product modulo 2 of x and r (x is treated as a vector in {0, 1 }1ogre). Searching among all such vectors for a "good" one requires m tests, far more that we are willing to spend. Instead, we use a small collection of vectors in {0, 1 }~ogm which (almost) preserves this property. Suppose that j~ is chosen from some collection F. If the probability that 3~( 
First-Level Hash
. fj). If
we let F be the set of points of a sample space with any pairwise e-dependent distribution on m variables, then a randomly chosen f from F satisfies the above requirement. (An equivalent description of the properties of F is to say that we let F be the set of functions corresponding to computing inner products with the columns of the generating matrix of a linear error correcting code over G F [2] of dimension log m, length IF I, and distance at least ( 89 -e)lFI. This is true since the requirement here is only almost pairwise independence.) As mentioned in Section 1.3, there are explicit collections F as above of size IFt < O (log(m)/~3) (using the construction of [2] ), and somewhat simpler constructions of size O (log2 (m)/s 2) ( given in [5] ). Searching all of F is therefore possible in polylogarithmic time. By maintaining the sets Si (f~, f2 ..... j~) we can check in O(n) time (when m is polynomial in n) whether a given f c F is good (i.e., achieves Pj+I(J~, f2 ..... fj+l) that does not exceed ( 89 +e) P) (fl, f2 ..... j) )): we simply go over these sets and examine to what size subsets these are split by introducing f as J~+t.
The procedure is therefore:
9 Set e = 1/t and find a collection F of m random variables that are pairwise e-bias with IF[ < O(log(m)/e3). 
O(n logm log 4 n). For these parameters we have that ~i=1 sl (h) < O(n).
It is worth noting that by precomputing and storing linear sized tables (as illustrated in the model description) we can make the computation of h to be constant time under the strictest definition (i.e., the weaker model), as long as m is polynomial in n. For general m the time is O (log m~ log n).
Resolving Collisions of Si (h).
We now turn to the question of resolving the collisions of Si (h). Suppose that we attempt to resolve the collisions of Si (h) using a second level h la FKS [12] as briefly explained below. First observe that for any set S ofk elements in {1 ..... m} there is a prime p < k210gm so that for any two distinct x, y 6 S, x (mod p) r y (rood p). Indeed, this follows from the fact that every prime that does not satisfy the above property divides the product 1-Ix,yes,, <y (y -x), which is smaller than rn k2/2 and the fact that the product of all primes up to x is e (I+~ Given h, for any i we can find a prime Pi <_ s2i(h)logm such that all the elements of Si(h) are different mod Pi. Searching for this Pi does not take more time than testing all the primes smaller than sZ~(h)log m where each test takes time si(h). Therefore the total time is at most s2i(h), logm. si(h) = s3(h)logm. Given Pi, we need to find ki < Pi such that the function hi(x) = (ki 9 x mod Pi) mod sZ(h) is perfect on Si(h) (we are assured of its existence, since k. (x -y) mod Pi is uniformly distributed if k is chosen at random from {0, ..., Pi -1} and x r y). Again, this does not take more time than pi 9 si (h) < s 3 (h) log m. Therefore the total amount of work is
As for the length of the representation, for every i we need O (log si + log log m) bits, making it O(n log n + n log log m) bits altogether. However Schmidt and Siegel [27] have found a way to amortize the cost. They choose the functions so that representing them requires O(n + 10glogm) bits only. We briefly describe this method: for each gi(h) at least half the primes p < s~(h) logm are good (i.e., 1-1 on Si(h)) and given Pi at least half the ki are good. Therefore, many Si(h) can have the same p and k. We construct a collection of functions of the form (kx rood p) rood s 2 in the following way: we partition the Si(h)'s into (at most) 89 logn sets such that the jth set has all the i for which 2 j < S i (h) < 2 j+l -1. For each t _< j 5 89 log n find a p and a k that is good for a quarter of the Si's of the jth set, then one that is good for a quarter of the remaining members and so on. The size of the collection is O(log 2 n) and for every Si(h) at least one function in the collection is perfect for Si (h), Furthermore, because of the way the collection was constructed, we can encode for every i which hash function should be used using only O (n) bits by giving the more popular functions shorter codes using, say, Huffman coding. The additional time this coding requires is at most O (~i s2 (h) log m) which is O(n log m).
The resulting total time, O(n 1"5 logm), is larger than we are aiming for. However, notice that the small si (h)'s do not contribute much to the excess. We set (somewhat arbitrarily) a threshold at log n and call those i's such that si (h) < log n small and the remaining i's large. For any small i we choose hi as described in the preceding paragraph. The total amount of work this takes is o ( z s ,ogo) o --log , \st <log n /*
The large i's are those that contribute the most to (1) . For them we employ a two-level scheme, but note that since ~ s/2 is O (n) our problem is easier than the original problem. Instead of mapping S/to a range of size O(si), we can map it to an exclusive range of size s/2 without violating the condition that the total range size be O (n). Thus we have a relaxed version of the original problem, since the range can be much larger than the set for which we are resolving the collisions.
Note also that there are at most O(n/log 2 n) large i's, since
This means that we have some flexibility in the size of the representation as well (which is significant, since there is a log log n lower bound on the size of the description of hi).
We now describe in detail how to deal with the large i's. First, hi is chosen by a similar method to which h was chosen, i.e., hi is composed in a step-by step-manner as 
. gk) = {xlx c Si(h) and gig2"" gk(x) = j}.
The procedure is now The amount of work spent constructing hi is O (si log m log n) and therefore the amount of work spent constructing all the hi's is O (n log n log m).
The third-level hash functions hij are chosen by the method described above for the functions hi corresponding to small si. The total amount of work is O s logm < O logm s < O((sL25) 1"5 logm) < O(s~(h) logm).
--i --Since ~ s2i(h) <_ O(n) we conclude that the total amount of work for the computation of all the third-level functions on the large si (h) is at most O (n log m).
Note that since ~ is fixed the size of G is O(logm). The description of hi is simply a subset of the members of G. Therefore, as with the first-level hash function, we have that by precomputing and storing linear-sized tables (the same tables for all the hi's[) we can make the computation of h to be constant time under the strictest definition, as long as m is polynomial in n.
The length of the description of the function (including all the levels) is the sum of: REMARK. A similar alternative algorithm, which uses only two levels, can be constructed by using a 3-wise e-dependent distribution in the first level to conclude that by the end of this levet the inequality ~ (~) = O(n) holds. We omit the detaits.
